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About a quarter of a million waterbirds die every
year in Canada from lead poisoning. Millions more
suffer from lead poisoning effects.

The poisoning doesn’t stop with loons, swans and other waterbirds. One out of every ten eagles in
western Canada dies from eating dead or injured birds or other game with lead shot. And the 500 tonnes of lead sinkers
and 2000 tonnes of lead shot that are released or lost each year in Canada will gradually mobilize in the environment.
According to a Swedish study, about 1 percent of the lead in sinkers lost in salmon rivers dissolved every year, if the
sinkers were not buried in mud.
In 1999 the Canadian federal
government extended a ban on
the use of lead shot on migratory
game birds, from wetlands to all
areas of the country. Parks Canada has banned the use of small
lead sinkers and jigs in the national parks. Environment Canada says that inland fishing and
hunting fall under the provincial
and territorial governments, who
could get the lead out.
But in 2004 David
Anderson, federal Minister
of Environment at the time,
announced that he planned to
prohibit the import, manufacture
and sale of fishing sinkers and
jigs containing lead. Then the
“From early December to late
regulations moved into the
March, it is common to see
mandatory consultation stage,
Judson Lake and the surrounding
and there they have stayed, lost
countryside littered with the dead
in a regulatory black hole, while
and dying carcasses of these
the birds go on dying.
woefully defenceless creatures.”
Kevin Sinclair could not stand the carnage on Judson Lake in the Fraser
Valley where he lives. As he wrote on his website www.savetheswans.com: “For decades duck hunters have enjoyed
their sport on Judson, leaving the lake floor filled with millions of lethal lead shot. Tragically, countless unsuspecting
Trumpeter Swans die each winter from ingesting the spent shot, mistaking it for grit (small pebbles) needed to help digest
their food. From early December to late March, it is common to see Judson Lake and the surrounding countryside littered
with the dead and dying carcasses of these woefully defenceless creatures.”
Kevin petitioned to have lead shot lead sinkers banned under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act. When
he asked why Minister Anderson’s practical plan was not carried out, Environment Canada responded that they were
“currently working with representatives from the sportsfishing industry to find a solution.”
It’s your turn now. Write to Prime Minister Stephen Harper (c/o House of Commons, Parliament Buildings, Ottawa
ON K1A 0A6) and to your provincial premier, and tell them to just get
By Kevin Sinclair and Delores Broten
the lead out – ban all lead shot and small lead fishing jigs and sinkers.
Sources: Press Release, Environment Canada 2004;
In common decency, it’s the least we can do for the creatures that
EnviroZine August 27, 2001; The Green LaneTM, Environment Canada, http://www.ec.gc.ca/envhome.html;
Fishing Lead Free: A Regulatory Proposal, Environment Canada 2005; A Review of The Environmental
Impacts of Lead Shotshell Ammunition and Lead Fishing Weights In Canada, A.M. Scheuhammer and S.L.
Norris, Canadian Wildlife Service Occasional Paper
Number 88, 1995
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o matter where on Earth we live, we are all residents
of a watershed. Throughout history clans, tribes
and all organized groups have endeavoured to protect
their home watershed or territory. Sentinels were
stationed throughout the highlands of a watershed to
herald the coming of friends or of threats in the form of
encroachment, floods, fire or hostile armies.
Threats to our watersheds exist to this day whether
they come from careless individuals or insensitive
corporations. The Watershed Sentinel keeps watch and
informs.

The new Operations Centre in Sidney BC is one of
ten buildings in the world to win LEED Platinum.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
2006 Gives Hope
If the world succeeds in avoiding ecological collapse, historians may one
day look back on 2006 as the “tipping-point” moment.
Around the globe, the past year has produced a remarkable series of indicators that human societies are waking up to the precarious state of our world. If
current trends are not reversed—and soon—we will hand the next generation
not only a natural resource base on the verge of collapse, but a global economy
on the edge of failure.
Even though 2006 was marked by its share of acute crises, led by the
conflicts in Iraq and Darfur, the less acute but more profound crisis of global
climate disruption reached the top rungs of public attention for the first time.
Scientists warn we may soon cross a threshold of no return as dying forests and
warming tundra release additional carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, enabling climate change to feed on itself. In fact, some believe it could already be
too late.
This urgency is being reflected in public opinion. In Europe, which has
long eclipsed the United States in such matters, even conservative parties have
taken up the environmental banner. And in the pivotal US mid-term elections,
analysts were surprised to find that global warming played a role in many
races…
The awakening of the United States from years of fitful hibernation is my
nomination for the most momentous environmental development of the year.
Without the leadership of the world’s leading superpower—and biggest polluter—it is impossible to mobilize the global consensus needed to tackle this
daunting problem, or to galvanize the second and third most important countries, China and India.
The most intriguing part of the US story involves my home state of California, which in September adopted landmark legislation to limit greenhouse gas
emissions. Notably, venture capitalists and Silicon Valley entrepreneurs played
a key role in pushing the new climate bill through. Today, renewable energy
technologies like solar power and biofuels are growing at nearly 20 times the
rate of fossil fuels, and major institutions and investors like Wal-Mart, DuPont,
and Goldman Sachs are channelling billions of dollars in their direction. In the
more than three decades that Worldwatch has tracked global environmental
trends, there has never been a year like the one that just came to a close. We
have entered a period of rapid, non-linear change, not only in our planet’s ecosystems, but in the worlds of business and politics as well.
The question now is whether humanity will continue to mobilize—before
it’s too late. 2007 will provide a test of whether this incredible new momentum
can be maintained.
— A new year’s perspective from Worldwatch President Chris Flavin
Published on Worldwatch Institute (http://www.worldwatch.org)

When you want your message to reach thousands of
concerned and active readers, please contact us for our rate
sheet and media kit, at ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone
our office at 1-250-339-6117
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Have You Heard
Common Cause for the Earth

require half the 2008 corn harvest and produce nearly 15
billion gallons of ethanol, satisfying 6 percent of US auto
fuel needs. Brown noted that, “The grain it takes to fill a
25-gallon tank with ethanol just once will feed one person
for a whole year.”
Meanwhile the Big Three US auto manufacturers are in
deep financial trouble, due to rising costs and falling sales
fuelled by the stall in demand for the gas guzzlers they have
focused on for the last two decades.
In November the Chinese government ordered a halt
to further local projects to convert corn to ethanol, and a
focus on cellulosic ethanol from biomass instead. Ethanol
currently accounts for 20% of China’s automotive fuel consumption. The price of corn in China rose by 7% last year.
— Green Car Congress, January 15 2007;
Environmental News Network, January 5, 2007.

In January, American scientists and evangelical leaders announced an alliance to work together to combat global warming. They have agreed to park their differences
about evolution and the origin of life in order to protect that
life. “Whether God created the Earth in a millisecond or
whether it evolved over billions of years, the issue we agree
on is that it needs to be cared for today,” said Rich Cizik,
for the National Association of Evangelicals, which represents 45,000 churches. Eric Chivian, director of the Center
for Health and the Global Environment at Harvard Medical School agreed, saying, “scientists and evangelicals have
discovered that we share a deeply felt common concern and
sense of urgency about threats to life on Earth, and that we
must speak with one voice to protect it.”
The move follows several other steps, such as the embrace of concepts like “neighbour love” and “creation care”
and actions such as street work for the urban poor, which
have emerged in the evangelical movement lately, with a
new generation of young pastors.
—Boston Globe, January 14, 2007;
Christian Science Monitor, December 18, 2006

Watershed Sentinel Wins
Silver Aveda Award
BC’s own Watershed Sentinel environmental news magazine has placed second overall, winning the Silver Medal of the
North America-wide Aveda Environmental Awards. The Watershed Sentinel has been published
from Cortes Island BC since 1991, and is supported in
its growth and development by Friends of Cortes Island,
although it is currently produced in Comox BC.
The Aveda Environmental Award recognizes environmental leadership among large and small circulation
magazines for practices such as using recycled chlorine–
free paper, non-toxic inks, and reducing paper usage.
First-place winners in the Aveda contest were Natural Health and explore magazines, while Mother Jones
won the bronze in the “Under 250,000 circulation” category, where the Sentinel placed.
“We want to thank all our subscribers and supporters, as well as our Vancouver printers, who have helped
us in our move to eco-friendly paper, 100% post-consumer recycled and process chlorine-free, both newsprint
and glossy, over the last five years,” said editor Delores
Broten. “We’re looking for readers’ suggestions on what
to do next year for a new challenge.”
For more about the Aveda awards see http://www.
coopamerica.org/about/newsroom/releases/2006.10.25.
cfm

On the Wire
In December 2006, Hydro Ottawa announced impressive electricity savings from a pilot project. The trial tested
Adaptivolt™ technology, designed to increase the efficiency of the distribution network in Ottawa’s west end.
The technology automatically controls the voltage distributed on all feeders leaving the substation, which results
in more efficient delivery of electricity to the end-user. By
improving the voltage regulation, Hydro Ottawa was able
to save more than 3.6 million kilowatt-hours of electricity
in one year – enough to operate over 400 homes.
— VoltR Energy Technologies and Hydro Ottawa,
December 12, 2006

Cars Compete with People For Corn
Lester Brown at the Earth Policy Institute published
an estimate in January that in 2008 the US ethanol market
would require more than twice as much corn (139 million
tons) as estimated by the US Department of Agriculture.
Investment in fuel ethanol distilleries has soared since 2005
and Brown predicted the competition between people and
cars for the corn harvest will drive prices up. The hundreds
of distilleries for ethanol now in operation or planned will
Watershed Sentinel
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LETTERS

Genes from Other Species

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

I always am glad to see a copy of the Watershed Sentinel arrive in the mail. Thank you very much for your work
coordinating and doing it all, for all these years.
Couple of notes on couple of topics:
Re Genetic Modification: The page 9 box says that
“genetically modified” “...has had its genetic material
altered through any method, including conventional breeding.” This isn’t how we use this term. Indeed, the author,
a few inches down in the same box says “Genetic modification includes selecting genes from different species (or
kingdoms) and re-mixing them to produce novel traits...”
This second definition is how the term genetically
modified is used. It doesn’t make any sense to say that
one’s children, or garden seeds, are genetically modified,
if conventional breeding techniques are used, even though
our/their genes are mixed. The important difference is that
there are no genes from other species or kingdoms.
The article on salmon says “each one of the thousands
of streams is genetically diverse, bonded to its own stream
and returning to where it is hatched.”
This was more or less true, until “enhancement” became such a large part of DFO operations and policy. As
far as I can tell, little or no consideration has been taken of
the uniqueness and special genetic heritage of the stocks
from each stream, and no care taken to preserve them as
intact as possible.
Stock is taken from the stock of a large hatchery and
introduced into streams all over the coast.
One or a few genetic varieties of hatchery stock, introduced as eggs or fry, have taken over from the varieties
that had been in individual streams. It seems as if the only
important thing is that there be salmon in the stream, but
not their genetic heritage or particular adaptations or variations.
Peter Johnston, Lasqueti Island BC

pants passed the Declaration of the Indigenous World
Uranium Summit, asserting that nuclear power — the
primary use for uranium — is not a solution to global
warming.
Then, on December 13, Saskatchewan MLA Peter Prebble, Secretary for Renewable Energy Development and Conservation, presented his first report
to Premier Calvert which outlines the opportunities
for Saskatchewan to achieve its goal of becoming
a North American leader in safe, renewable energy
sources and conservation. …didn’t see the “N” word
(N for Nuclear) anywhere, of course!
Finally, on December 14, the Pembina Institute
released its report, “Nuclear Power No Solution to
Climate Change”. It confirms that, in light of the
generation of large amounts of radioactive and hazardous wastes at each stage of the nuclear energy
production process, the severe impacts on surface
and groundwater water quality through the discharge
of radioactive and toxic pollutants, and the release to
the air of smog- and acid rain-producing, radioactive
and hazardous pollutants, in addition to greenhouse
gases, nuclear power offers no solution to the climate
change crisis.
Do we dare hope that our decision-makers will
use this unique and exciting opportunity to call a halt
to the greed and madness driving the expansion of
uranium mining across beautiful northern Saskatchewan? Or, do we watch it become a contaminated environmental wasteland, unfit for any form of life for
hundreds of thousands of years?
Which will it be?

A Time for Hope and Renewal!
On December 2, 2006, more than 300 people from
Indigenous Nations and nine countries, including Canada,
attended the Indigenous World Uranium Summit at Window Rock Navajo Nation in Arizona.

Elaine Hughes, Archerwill, SK
Calling for a ban on uranium mining, processing,
enrichment, fuel use,
Two planets met somewhere in
and weapons testing
For Subscribers Only
“You don’t look too good.
and deployment, and You can get an instant online pdf copy of the Watershed space.
What’s wrong with you?” said one.
nuclear waste dump“I’ve got homo sapiens,” replied
Sentinel as soon as we go to press AND your hard copy
the other planet.
ing on Indigenous
“Don’t worry,” said the first planet,
in the mail — or save paper and just read the recycled
Lands, the partici“It won’t last long, - a bit of fever, then

electrons! Email orders@watershedsentinel.ca
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Forester Ethics in Question – and Court
by Jim Cooperman
The scourge of forestry de-regulation that currently plagues forest
management in BC began in the late
1990s under the guise of “professional reliance.” The principle behind
the current results-based (or “resultsbiased”) system is that foresters are
professionals like doctors and thus
do not need government oversight to
ensure that their prescriptions do not
cause environmental problems. Foresters are now governed by their own
professional organization, the Association of BC Forest Professionals
(ABCFP) and, if mistakes are deliberately made, there are supposed to be
consequences similar to those faced
by doctors.
However, the ABCFP has so far
refused to ever investigate a public
complaint regarding forestry practices. Now the entire practice of forestry in BC is under the microscope. A
Supreme Court judge will soon pass
judgement on a case involving forester ethics and the role of the ABCPF.
Jervis Inlet
The case began in 2003, when
the Sunshine Coast Conservation Association (SCCA) filed a complaint to
the ABCFP about the ethics and professional practices in regard to environmental stewardship of a registered
professional forester working in Jervis
Inlet. The registrar of the ABCFP refused to allow the complaint to be referred to the legislatively-mandated
complaint process. Two subsequent
appeals to the registrar also failed.
In May 2005, efforts by the
SCCA with the help of West Coast
Environmental Law’s Environment
Dispute Resolution Fund resulted in a
BC Supreme Court judicial review to
determine if the registrar erred in his
decision not to allow the complaint to
be referred for investigation. In AuWatershed Sentinel

gust 2005 the Court determined that
the registrar had erred by making his
determination under the old Foresters Act. The registrar was ordered to
make a new determination under the
current Forester’s Act. In this re-determination, the registrar again decided not to allow the SCCA’s complaint
to proceed.
The original complaint to the
ABCFP involved alleged failure to
comply with the bylaws concerning

Essentially, the ABCFP
passed judgment
on the complaint
without reviewing it
professional ethics and standards of
professional practice. The issues involved stewardship of environmental
resources, including an alleged failure to adequately manage and conserve marbled murrelet nesting habitat, mountain goat winter range, old
growth resources, and land adjacent
to the Ambrose Lake Ecological Reserve.
Evidence for the complaint was
based on: a finding of an Administrative Review Panel; a decision of a
Ministry of Forests district manager;
findings of the Forest Practices Board;
public correspondence and various
other public sources. Fundamentally,
the complaint is about how the forester dealt with information from credible and authorized sources and the
forester’s relationship to the public
and the public interest in the stewardship of environmental assets.
“The big picture is, if foresters
are accountable for their stewardship
or not,” said SCCA executive director Dan Bouman, “If they can’t be
held accountable and if their decisions
can’t be brought under scrutiny, then
they are not accountable.”
The ABCFP maintained that if all
the facts in the complaint were proven


to be true, it would still not involve
a breach of law or the Association’s
Bylaws or Resolutions. Essentially,
the ABCFP passed judgment on the
complaint without reviewing it, thus
making a mockery of the entire system based on what is supposed-to-be
professional reliance.
Back to Court
Consequently, the SCCA with the
help of WCEL once again took the
ABCFP to the Supreme Court on December 8, 2006 in the hope that the
judgment will force the Association
to finally investigate the complaint. A
ruling is expected early this year.
If the court decision results in the
ABCFP being forced to investigate the
complaint, there could be far reaching
ramifications. Throughout the province, foresters are making decisions
that impact at-risk species habitat. If
the forester in question is finally censured for his lack of ethical judgment
and his lack of attention to the need
for habitat protection, then logging
plans within the habitat of mountain
caribou and other at-risk species could
receive greater scrutiny.
While many professional foresters do understand that professionalism
and accountability are inseparable,
there is no reason why they should require protection from the complaints
of the public or other stakeholders.
Hopefully this court case will result
in a more open and accessible complaint process that reinforces professional independence. Ultimately, the
accountability of foresters through an
open and genuine complaint process
is in the profession’s interest as well
as the public’s interest.
t
For more information about this
case, visit the SCCA website, www.
thescca.ca Most of the information
and some of the wording for this article is from the SCCA backgrounder.
January-February 2007

CLIMATE CHANGE

1. Carbon in trees is temporary:
Trees provide temporary carbon storage as part of the normal cycle of carbon exchange between forests and the atmosphere. Trees can easily release carbon into the atmosphere through fire, disease, climatic changes, natural decay
and timber harvesting.

2. One-way road:
The release of fossil carbon, in contrast, is permanent and, over relevant time
scales, will accelerate climate change by increasing the overall amount of carbon
in the atmosphere – the very cause of today’s climate change. Fossil fuels such as
coal, oil and gas are locked away and their carbon is only released when humans
dig up and burn them for energy. Once released, they become part of the active
carbon pool, disrupting the natural cycle.

3. Fake credit:
Carbon credits from tree planting are based on the claim that carbon stored
temporarily in tree plantations can justify permanent releases of fossil carbon
into the atmosphere without any harm to the climate.

4. Big foot:

You hear it all the time
XYZ Corporation has purchased
carbon offsets to compensate
for their carbon dioxide releases.
Often they will do it for you too—
pay to have someone somewhere
“plant a tree” or a thousand trees
or a hundred thousand trees, in
order to go on with business as
usual. The internet abounds with
web sites that will help you calculate how many trees you need
to pay for in order to do penace
for your carbon-intensive lifestyle
— at up to $5.50 per tree. So is it
really that easy? No need to conserve or make radical changes,
just pay someone somewhere a
hefty sum for planting a few trees?
Here’s what forest campaigner
Jutta Kill of the European environmental group FERN thinks of the
concept.
Photo
by E. Strijbos
Watershed
Sentinel

Carbon credits from tree planting increase the ecological debt of the global
North. The more fossil fuels a northern country consumes, the more land it is
entitled to use to “offset” its emissions. This is unfair and increases the already
high ecological footprint of the North.

5. Subsidies for mega-plantations:
Carbon credits from tree planting stand to provide a new subsidy for the
plantations industry. Large-scale plantations have a long list of negative impacts
on forests and forest peoples, and often exacerbate local land disputes and violence.

6. Communities suffer twice:
First, climate change affects the livelihoods of forest peoples and rural communities through increased droughts, floods, forest fires, and deforestation. Second, carbon credits from tree planting promote the expansion of large-scale tree
plantations, which indigenous peoples and forest-dependent communities oppose
in many parts of the world.

7. Ticking time bomb:

Avoiding climate change requires drastic reductions of greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels. Offsets, however, allow emissions to continue under the
false premise that they’ve been “neutralized.” This just masks the real crisis and
sentences future generations to live with fewer choices and worse conditions.
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8. Forest fraud:

Wildlife and Trees
in British Columbia

Forests play a vital role in storing carbon and buffering
extreme weather events. But linking forest restoration with
carbon credits is a dead-end for forest peoples as well as for
the climate. Halting the forest crisis requires action against
the underlying causes of deforestation, not more fossil carbon in the atmosphere and more monoculture tree plantations occupying land needed by local communities.

A Book Review by Jim Cooperman
Written by Mike Fenger, Todd Manning, Stewart
Guy, and Peter Bradford, with Foreword by Jim Walker.
• Size 8.5” x 5.5”, 336 pages
• Field guide size. Soft cover
• ISBN 1-55105-071-4, $29.95
• 235 color photographs of wildlife, wildlife 		
habitat and trees
• Includes: illustrations, tree silhouettes, 66 		
range distribution maps, and 25 figures

9. Blind guess:
Measuring carbon in forests is fraught with uncertainties. Scientists have found that estimates of the carbon balance in Canadian forests could vary by 1,000 per cent if
seemingly small factors, such as increased levels of atmospheric CO2, are taken into account.

With BC government oversight of forestry now all
but gone, there is an even greater need for foresters to
make the right decisions about ecosystem management.
Key to the survival of many species, including the forests
themselves, is responsible environmental management
of wildlife trees. Finally, a book is available that provides
a valuable resource for forest managers and members of
the public interested in forest ecology.
Published by Lone Pine, Wildlife and Trees in British Columbia provides an invaluable source of information on managing forest ecosystems to sustain wildlifetree-dependent species and key elements of biological
diversity. As well, the book explores the fascinating
links between tree-dependent wildlife and the trees that
provide them with vital habitat.
The book explains just what wildlife trees are, how
trees develop special features, and what species seek
these features. It includes chapters on ecosystem management that uses conservation biology principles to link
forest landscapes to forest stands, and thus to help make
the correct decisions for the conservation of individual
trees.
There are extensive descriptions, charts, and diagrams about 66 wildlife species in British Columbia and
in similar, adjacent regions. Also there are details about
26 tree species in this province, including site preferences, longevity, and decay stages.
Written by both professional foresters and biologists, Wildlife and Trees in British Columbia integrates
conservation biology with preferred wildlife tree management practices. It also offers well-researched and
practical recommendations to protect biological diversity at both the local and regional levels. This excellent
guidebook should be a fixture on every conservationist’s
bookshelf.
For more information, or to order a copy, visit www.
wildlifetreebook.com

10. Phony climate fix:
Real and lasting solutions to the forest crisis and the
climate crisis lie in providing incentives for forest-dependent communities and indigenous peoples to restore their
forests and practice sustainable forest management. Smallscale pilot projects are already showing positive results,
while large-scale carbon sink projects are attracting criticism and protest.
t
For more info, visit: www.sinkswatch.org and www.fern.org

The Active Carbon Pool

Carbon moves between the forests, atmosphere, and oceans in a complex natural rhythm of
daily/seasonal/annual, and multi-annual cycles. The
overall amount in all three carbon stores together
rarely increases in nature. This is “active” carbon.

Fossil Carbon Pool

Some carbon is locked away and rarely comes
naturally into contact with the atmosphere. This
“fossil carbon” is stored permanently in coal, oil,
and gas deposits and, therefore, is not part of the
active carbon pool. When humans mine and extract
these reserves, this inactive fossil carbon does not
go back in the ground. Instead it is added into the
active carbon pool, disrupting a delicate balance.
This is one of the reasons that the concept of
“offsets” is flawed. Offsets allow extraction of oil,
coal, and gas to continue, which in turn increases
the amount of fossil carbon that is released into the
active carbon pool, disrupting the cycle. Genuine
solutions to climate change require us to keep fossil
carbon (oil, coal, and gas) in the ground.
Watershed Sentinel
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RUN OF RIVER

of Riches
S

ince 2000, BC Hydro has received dozens of small hydroelectric generation proposals. Fourteen are now producing electricity. BC Hydro has signed Electricity Purchase Agreements
(EPAs) with about sixty of them, totaling nearly 1500 megawatts
(MW) of generating capacity, about an eighth of all provincial generation. And there are many more proposals to come.
The largest small hydro plant in service so far is Rutherford
Creek, just south of Pemberton, capable of generating 50 MW. The
largest project is Plutonic’s East Toba River and Montrose Creek Hydroelectric Project, consisting of two interconnected hydro plants
totalling 196 MW. On the micro-hydro end of the small hydro scale
are numerous schemes under 10 MW. The smallest, at only 0.2 MW,
is also the cleverest, West Vancouver’s Eagle Lake. These are not the
massive dam and reservoir projects of BC’s “heritage” systems such
as the G.M. Shrum generating station where the Peace River now
begins, capable of pumping out more than 2700 MW at full throttle
— by itself a quarter of BC’s capacity.
But what these new projects don’t have in size, they make up in
sheer numbers. They are making it up in intrusions into hundreds of
undeveloped areas with roads, dams, pipelines, temporary construction camps, and a permanent spiderwork of transmission lines. They
are making it up in dozens of issues affecting communities and local
governments. And they are more than making it up in creation of
phenomenal wealth that will transfer from the pockets of British Columbia’s electricity users and run straight into the hands of company
shareholders.
All is not well with small hydro in BC.

Plutonic Power Corporation is one in
a recent battery of companies in British
Columbia flooding BC Hydro with small
hydroelectric generation projects.
Arthur Caldicott takes a wide-ranging
look at small hydro and the issues that
arise from its proliferation in BC. Plutonic’s East Toba River and Montrose
Creek project provides a fascinating
case study illustrating the issues.
Watershed
Sentinel
Photo
by Ralph
Keller

“Run-of-River”
Small hydroelectric generation projects are often called “runof-river.” The World Bank provides a definition: “… developments
where no or little impoundment takes place and the natural river
flow is utilised with no seasonal regulation.”
The term implies more than this, however. Run-of-river implies
that no dam is being built, when in fact a significant river barrier
is constructed. It invokes an image of an innocuous generator suspended in an otherwise untouched stream, like a float on the end of
a fishing line. Not so. Run-of-river is a term used by industry and
government to avoid concerns, much in the way the phrase “clean
coal” is used to greenwash coal, and “natural gas from coal” is used
instead of “coalbed methane” to defuse public aversion.
As the illustration shows, water is diverted out of a stream, into
a penstock, through a generation turbine installed in a powerhouse,
and then returned to the stream. For the length of the penstock, often many kilometres (Plutonic’s East Toba penstock will be about
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4.5 km), a considerable portion of the stream water is in
Water Licences: from Trickle to Flood
the penstock, not the stream bed. “Out-of-river”, “besideRights to use water in a lake or stream are available
river,” even “really-close-to-river”, but
from the Water Stewardship Branch of
not instream “run-of-river”.
the Ministry of Environment. Rights
All small hydro projects require a
holders are allowed to store, divert or
dam. It is more often called a weir, but
extract water, and use it in a myriad of
the words are synonymous. Intake weirs
different ways. There are at least sevenare frequently a combination of a conty types of licence, including, for examcrete dam and retaining walls, topped
ple, “Bulk shipment of water by marine
with an inflatable rubber barrier. Plutransport vessels.” (none issued, appartonic is proposing weirs six metres high,
ently, but the licence category is there,
fully inflated, on the East Toba and
biding its time.)
“Out-of-river”, “beside-river,”
Montrose sites. These are modest. At
Until 1999, there were fewer than
even “really-close-to-river”,
the McGregor/Herrick project, a dam 77 but not instream “run-of-river” 250 “Power-General” licences issued,
metres high is proposed on the McGremost of them to BC Hydro. Licence apgor River, about 120 km northeast of Prince George. That’s
plications dribbled in at four or five a year.
a pretty big dam, arguably more in keeping with the 184
In 2000, the quiet Power-General category went crametre W.A.C. Bennett Dam that houses the G.M. Shrum
zy. 365 new applications for these licences have been filed
generating station. And while so-called run-of-river hydro
since then – more than 60 a year! These are almost all merprojects have no storage by definition, the Hystad Creek
chant Independent Power Producers (IPPs), only five from
project licence was issued with a storage component as well
BC Hydro. Hydromax Energy has 38 licences. Plutonic is
as the standard diversion permit.
second with 30. Alpine Power and Cloudworks Energy have
“Run-of-river” is great marketing, but it ain’t strictly
28 each. These four comprise a third of the recent IPP litrue. Keep that in mind.
censes applied for.
Continued on Page 10
Watershed Sentinel
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Power-General Water Licences
Ashcroft, New Westminister & Vancouver
water districts to September 2006

Data obtained from:
Ministry of Environment, Water Stewardship Division
Integrated Land and Resources Registry (ILRR)
Land and Resource Data Warehouse (LRDW)
Map assembled by Arthur Caldicott

two important reasons.
First, with both mining claims and drilling licences,
the purchaser acquires underground rights to a very uncertain resource. There’s a risk, sometimes a very expensive
one, of discovering that there is no valuable mineralization
or natural gas. With a power licence, however, there is no
risk. The river is fully exposed, often with flow records that
go back decades. The provincial government and BC Hydro
have created water power guidebooks – how-to manuals for getting into the small hydro business in BC.
Second, mining claims are issued for a nominal fee, as
are water licences. With mining claims there is a somewhat
valid defense that there is much risk attached to exploring
for minerals, whereas there are no risks for water licences
- the market value of a $10,000 water licence is known to be
tens of millions of dollars a year. Drilling rights, on the other hand, are sold by auction, and in theory fetch as much for
the public accounts as the market deems them to be worth
at the time of the auction.

Power-General Water Licences
ALL-BC, inclusive to September 2006

Data obtained from:
Ministry of Environment, Water Stewardship Division
Integrated Land and Resources Registry (ILRR)
Map assembled by Arthur Caldicott

Run of River continued
Follow the Money
Why are water licenses being applied for now in such
numbers? As you might expect, it’s all about the money.
The 2002 Energy Plan told BC Hydro to buy new power
from IPPs. Consequently, IPPs are pitching BC Hydro with
projects. Once an IPP has an EPA with BC Hydro, it has
a risk-free stream of revenue for twenty or thirty or forty
years. It is revenue that easily covers all the costs – water rents, cost of borrowing, construction costs, operation,
maintenance & taxes, and leaves tens of millions of dollars of profit annually that goes straight to shareholders in
the IPP. What’s not to love about that, if you’re an IPP or a
shareholder?
The application for a water licence will cost $5000 for
a project up to 20 MW generating capacity, and $10,000
for projects over 20 MW. Companies suggest that applying
for a licence is comparable to staking a mining claim, or
acquiring a drilling licence. This is not the case, for at least
Watershed Sentinel

POLICY ISSUE: The method by which water rights
for power generation are issued does not serve the
greatest public interest and needs to be reviewed
and overhauled.
The only real “risk” issue for small hydro developers is
if, or when, they will get an electricity purchase agreement
with BC Hydro. It’s that EPA that makes the water rights
worth money.
10
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Glossary
EPA Electricity Purchase Agreement
IPP
Independent Power Producer
MAD Mean Annual Discharge

own the project infrastructure outright. It will continue generating power for perhaps another 70 years, with no capital
payback and at minimal operating and maintenance cost.
And the power will be sold at market rates.
What does an IPP bring to the deal? It assembles the
project and commissions the detailed hydrology and engineering studies required. It is real work and someone has
to do it. But it’s not rocket science. There’s no magic. The
IPP contribution is simply not in keeping with the rewards
to the IPP.
There are other ownership models to generate and provide new electricity for British Columbians. Many suggest
that the province should retain the water rights and full
ownership of these projects, and let BC Hydro contract out
the work an IPP does today.

When the EPA is approved, investors and lenders will
be at the IPP’s door. The EPA guarantees a long-term riskfree revenue stream to the IPP and its shareholders. It’s not
so generous to the public treasury.
And it’s not very complicated. An example 100 MW
small hydro IPP can produce at capacity all year, so its annual energy production is 876,000 MWh.
Revenue from BC Hydro ($88/MWh): $77,088,000
Water rent capacity charge: 		
$ 362,000
Water rent energy charge: 		
$ 3,803,164
Net: 				
$72,922,836
The real world isn’t quite so simple, but that’s the essential spreadsheet.
Two factors moderate this apparently outrageous profitability.
One, BC’s streams for the most part don’t flow at a continuous rate. They fluctuate wildly through the seasons and
with the weather, from way above “mean annual discharge”
(MAD), a calculated flow value used to characterise a
stream, to substantially below it. Projects are never configured for a continuous rate of generation through the year.
Two, the IPP has to build and operate the project. Capital costs will be amortized over the life of the EPA. Payback of capital and interest, as well as operating and maintenance costs (perhaps 2% of capital costs) and taxes are all
necessary costs.
Plutonic estimates that for its 192 MW East Toba &
Montrose project, with its 35 year EPA with BC Hydro,
costs will be $450 million, annual revenues will be $63 million a year and its annual “equity cash flow”, or profit after
these expenses, will be about $20 million
That $20 million annual revenue stream is pretty attractive. But it’s nothing to what happens at the end of the
EPA term. After the 35 year term has expired, Plutonic will

POLICY ISSUE: The rate of return to an IPP for
its role in generating electricity may be excessive
in comparison to the contribution the IPP makes to
earn that rate of return. Also, the role of the IPP
may not be in the best public interest, compared to
other ownership and business models that would
achieve the same result in terms of provision of electricity.
Bill 30 - Province Overides
Local Government
The 2002 Energy Plan confirmed in policy the BC government’s intent to bring to an end the role of BC Hydro in
building and owning new generation facilities, forcing it to
acquire electricity from independent power producers.
In the spring of 2006, the government then cut local
government out of the process. “Bill 30” removed local
government’s jurisdiction to disallow energy projects by
means of zoning on Crown land.
Yet even to the end of 2006 small hydro projects have
not caused a lot of local concern in most of BC. A look at
the map suggests why: most of these projects are concentrated in the southwest of the province. Here we find the
best rivers, close to transmission lines and to BC’s major
electricity load centre.
The Squamish-Lillooet Regional District (SLRD) is
ground zero for small hydro. It encompasses most of the
first projects to be built and is the first local jurisdiction that
has had to deal with a myriad of different issues relating to
small hydro. The SLRD is also the first place to attempt to
bring the diversity of local concerns into a coherent policy.
Nowhere have local aspirations and corporate presumption collided in such acrimony as they have with Ledcor and its Ashlu Creek Green Power Project. The Ashlu
joins the Squamish River about 35 km north of Squamish. It
is immensely popular with whitewater kayakers, backroads

The Eagle Lake micro hydro facility is owned by the
West Vancouver municipality.
Water flows from Eagle Lake
through an underground
pipe and into a large storage
reservoir, prior to entering the drinking water distribution system. A local resident suggested that
power could be generated as the water flowed
from the lake to the reservoir. A Pelton turbine
was installed and commercial operation began in
May 2003. The Eagle Lake micro hydro project has
a capacity of 0.2 MW and will generate approximately 1.2 gigawatt-hours of electricity per year.

Continued on Page 11
Watershed Sentinel
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BC Hydro payoff to Alcan rejected
In late December, the BC Utilities Commission
(BCUC) rejected a deal that would have seen BC Hydro
pay Alcan $2 billion for surplus electricity from the 50year-old Kemano power project. The BCUC said that BC
Hydro should not be paying new power generation prices
for the old project, especially since Alcan was dependent on
BC transmission lines to get the power to market. In return
for the power sale, Alcan had promised to upgrade its Kitimat smelter, a deal promoted by Premier Gordon Campbell.
The Nechako River diversion was originally designed to
power the aluminium smelter, and the Hydro deal was opposed by the town of Kitimat which feared a further loss of
jobs if the power was sold. The BCUC said that the trade
off of guaranteed power sales for industrial upgrades would
have to be examined for value to the ratepayer.

Agency to consult federal wildlife biologists before licensing pesticides.

— LA Times, August 2006
Tidal power turbines start to turn
Pearson College and EnCana, an oil and gas company
with holdings in the tar sands, have teamed up to run an
experimental tidal power turbine off Race Rocks near Victoria BC. Tides at Race Rocks run at up to seven knots, and
the area is a marine sanctuary, so interference with divers
is not a problem. The designers say fish are not affected:
“Clean Current’s tidal turbine generator is a bi-directional
ducted horizontal axis turbine with a direct drive variable
speed permanent magnet generator. This proprietary design
delivers better than 50 per cent water-to-wire efficiency...
The turbine generator has a design life of 10 years (major
overhaul every 10 years) and a service life of 25-30 years.
During that time it will generate electricity with zero emissions, a minimal footprint on the bottom of the ocean and
negligible impact on marine life.”
Currently in its trial stage, the turbine will deliver power to the two houses and research station on Race Rocks.
— Press backgrounder, www.racerocks.com

— Vancouver Sun, December 30 2006,
BCUC Order No. G-142-06, www.bcuc.com
Court rules biologists must be
consulted on pesticides
A US federal judge has ruled that the Bush administration “plainly violated” the Endangered Species Act,
and has overturned a regulation that eliminated reviews of
pesticide registrations by wildlife officials responsible for
protecting rare animals and plants. The judge restored pre2004 standards requiring the Environmental Protection

Truck loggers blame market forces
The Truck Loggers Association of BC has told the provincial government that the 2003 changes in forest policy
have failed, detailed by market forces. 65% of the coastal
industry is now owned by four companies, and log
shortages for local manufacturers are common, due
to increasing raw log exports. Large amounts of
coastal hemlock, needed for the pulp mills, are being
wasted due to government policy which no longer requires the wood be hauled out of the bush, so long as
stumpage is paid on it.
— Vancouver Sun, November 23, 2006

Update on the Incomappleux:
Author Art Joyce reports that
there has been a huge rockfall
on the bridge leading into the
old growth area. Mother Nature
has blocked the logging road.
Photo credit: Patrick Pyrz, Mountain Hostel
Watershed Sentinel
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Parks Canada Builds It Right
The folks working at Gulf Islands
Operations Centre Pure Platinum
National Park Reserve in Sidney BC
are smiling broadly these days. That’s
“The vision for the Operations Centre was to demonbecause their Operations Centre has just
strate how a building can be designed to respond to its site
received Canada’s first ever LEED Platinum certification
and environment and, consequently, minimize dependence
― one of fewer than 10 buildings in the world to obtain this
on outside sources of energy and impacts on the environtype of certification.
ment,” said Ron Hamilton, Superintendent of Gulf Islands
LEED refers to the Leadership in Energy and EnviNational Park Reserve.
ronmental Design standard developed by the Canada Green
As project manager, Public Works and Government
Building Council to accelerate the design and construction
Services Canada (PWGSC) also acted in the role of enviof “green” buildings. LEED uses a point system to certify
ronmental advisor. PWGSC also undertook life-cycle costbuildings: Silver (33–38 points), Gold (39–51 points) or
ing, which is particularly useful for evaluating the long-term
Platinum (52–70 points).
benefits of energy and water conservation, and renewable
Use of the ocean, sunlight and the region’s abundant
energy projects. The project is in keeping with departmenrainfall were incorporated into the Operations Centre’s
tal efforts toward greater
systems during construcsustainability, as exemplition. As a result, the buildfied by the recent creation
ing uses 75% less energy
of the Office of Greening
than a comparable standGovernment Operations.
ard building and reduces
“We were very fortugreenhouse gas emissions
nate to have Parks Canada
by 32.3 tons annually.
champion their environSome of the centre’s feamental vision, and to have
tures include an oceanPWGSC contribute their
based heat-pump system,
expertise and commitcoupled with a hot water
ment to the success of this
radiant heat floor system,
special project,” explained
to provide heating, rainproject architect Ron Kato, of Larry McFarland Architects
water storage to flush the building’s low-flow toilets and a
Ltd. “The outcome has exceeded all of the team’s expectaroof-mounted photovoltaic solar system to supply 20% of
tions.”
its energy needs.
Obtaining LEED Platinum certification is quite an
To ensure that new office buildings realize savings and
achievement, but it isn’t the only recognition the Centre has
environmental benefits over the long term, the Government
received: the building also won the 2006 British Columbia
of Canada is following LEED Gold or better certification
Wood Design Award for High Performance Building for a
standards. Parks Canada Agency’s Operations Centre easdesign that reduces energy, resource use and pollution.
ily met the LEED Gold standards and, with assistance from
t
a federal initiative reducing greenhouse gas emissions in
— Public Works and Government Services Canada
government operations, the Agency obtained the funding
Press Release, December 2006
for the upgrades to attain Platinum certification.
Watershed Sentinel
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Compiled by Delores Broten
Adults and Lead
A review of all previous epidemiological studies on lead from the
US National Institute of Environmental Health Studies has concluded that
blood lead levels cause hypertension
and other cardiovascular conditions.
The scientists say that occupational
health standards for lead should be
immediately lowered, adults should
be screened for lead exposure and
“regulatory and public health interventions must be developed and
implemented to further prevent and
reduce lead exposure.”
— Lead Exposure and Cardiovascular Disease, Ana Navas-Acien
et al, Environmental Health Perspectives on line, doi:10.1289/ehp.9785
Bisphenol A Harms Eggs
Female mice exposed to Bisphenol A, or BPA for one week while in
the womb develop eggs with abnormal chromosomes. In other words, the
chemical to which the mother mouse
was exposed appears to affect the reproductive capacity of the grandchildren of that mother.
BPA is commonly found in hard
plastics and the lining of tin cans. The
chemical is thought to be an estrogenmimicker and it is associated in lab
tests with breast cancer and prostate
cancer.
Watershed Sentinel

However, scientific proof of harm
to human health would be extraordinarily difficult. As PLOS Genetics
observed: “…the BPA-induced damage…would not manifest itself for
two generations. Thus, at least some
of the effects of exposing a 26-yearold woman to chemicals such as BPA
might take 20–30 years to manifest
themselves in her grandchildren. A
proper study of this problem would
require assessing the woman’s level of
chemical exposure now and maintaining that data for two to three decades.
It’s a bit like wanting to do genetics
on blue whales or giant sequoia trees;
a curious problem, but not one most
researchers will be willing to tackle.”
— NewScientist.com; PLOS Genetics, http://genetics.plosjournals.
org, January 12, 2007
Mercury and ADHD
A Hong Kong study has found
elevated levels of mercury in the
blood of Chinese children with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD). The findings are based on
a comparative study of 52 7-year-old
children with ADHD but no other neurological problems, and 59 children
without the syndrome. The scientists
conclude that high blood mercury levels are associated with ADHD but it
is unknown whether the relationship
is causal.

range of other products contain tiny
bacteria-killing particles of silver. The
increasing amount passing through
sewage treatment into the environment has raised concern. Until now
the EPA has refused to regulate nanotechnology products.
—Washington Post,
November 23, 2006
Don’t Even Ask What
They Were Thinking
In January, the US EPA rejected
a forest industry bid to use a wood
preservative, acid copper chromate
(ACC), which contains the carcinogen hexavalent chromium, for decks,
picnic tables, playgrounds and other
household uses. Among workers handling the preservative, the cancer rate
can vary between 1 in 1,000 to 1 in
100,000, according to the EPA. The
federally accepted standard is one in
a million.
Washington Post,
January 9, 2007

—Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Blood Mercury
Level: a Case-Control Study in
Chinese Children, Cheuk and
Wong, Neuropediatrics 2006; 37:
234-240

No to Nano-Silver
The US Environmental Protection Agency has decided to regulate
a large class of consumer items made
with microscopic “nanoparticles” of
silver. Odour-destroying shoe liners,
food-storage containers, air fresheners, washing machines and a wide
14
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The concept of Peak Oil is developing quite a political following. It is
the idea that we have reached or will soon reach the point at which half of
all the easily extractable oil and gas around the globe has been consumed.
Although the pumps will not suddenly run dry, the cost of the remaining oil, both in money and effort, will
continue to escalate, with unforeseeable impacts on the American and global economies. A Great Depression, or a massive transformation in energy use, is generally foretold.
Sharon Astyk, like many Watershed Sentinel readers, is well advanced down the route of low energy living.
As such, these suggestions go far beyond the usual stale sustainability tips for consumers and into the kind
of adaptations that can reduce our energy usage, not by percentage points, but by orders of magnitude. At
the same time, they offer rich challenges, good food, and meaningful family and community experiences.

4. Now is the time to prepare for illness - keep
a stock of remedies, including useful antibiotics (although
know what you are doing, don’t just buy them and take
them), vitamin C supplements (I like elderberry syrup),
painkillers, herbs, and tools for handling even serious illness by yourself. In the event of a truly severe epidemic of
flu or other illness, avoiding illness and treating sick family members at home whenever possible may be safer than
taking them to over-worked and over-crowded hospitals (or,
it may not, but planning for the former won’t prevent you
from using the hospital if you need it).

by Sharon Astyk - Published December 17, 2006
by Energy Bulletin, http://www.energybulletin.net
WINTER
1. Your local adult education program almost
certainly has something useful to teach you - woodworking, crocheting, music training, horseback riding, CPR,
herbalism, vegetarian cookery... take advantage of people
who want to teach their skills.
2. Get serious about land use planning - even
if you live in a suburban neighbourhood, you can find ways
to optimize your land to produce the most food, fuel and
barterables. Sit down and think hard about what you can
do to make your land and your life more sustainable in the
coming year.

5. Most schools would be delighted to have
volunteers come in and talk about conservation, gardening,
small livestock, home-scale mechanics, ham radio, etc., and
most homeschooling families would be similarly thrilled.
Consider offering to teach something you know that will be
helpful post-peak (although I wouldn’t recommend discussing peak oil with any but the oldest teenagers, and not even
that without their parents’ permission.)

3. The Winter lull is an excellent time to get
involved in public affairs. No matter how cynical you tend
to be, nothing ever changed without engagement. So get out
there. Stand for office. Join. Volunteer.
Watershed Sentinel

Continued on Page 16
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15. If someone wants to buy you something,
request a useful tool or preparedness item, or a gift certificate. Considering giving such gifts to friends and family - a
solar crank radio, an LED flashlight, cast iron pans. These
are useful and appreciated items whether or not you believe
in peak oil.

6. Now is the time to convince your business,
synagogue, church, school, community center to put a garden on that empty lawn. If you start the campaign now, you
can be ready to plant in the spring. Produce can be shared
among participants or offered to the needy.
7. The one-two punch of rising heating oil
and gas prices may well be what is needed to make your
family and friends more receptive to the peak oil message.
Try again. At the very least, emphasize the options for mitigating increased economic strain with sustainable practices.

16. Do a dry run in the dead of winter. Turn out
all the power, turn off the water. Turn off all fossil-fuel
sources of heat, and see how things go for a few days. Use
what you learn to improve your preparedness, and have fun
while doing it.

8. Get together with neighbours and check in
on your area’s elderly and disabled people. Make a plan
that ensures they will be checked on during bad weather,
power outages, etc. Offer help with stocking up for winter
or maintaining equipment. And watch for signs that they
are struggling economically.

17. Learn to mend clothing, patch and make
patchwork out of old clothes.
18. Write letters to people. The post is the most
reliable way of communicating. And letters last forever.

9. Work on raising money and getting help
with local poverty-abatement programs. After the holidays,
people struggle. They get hungry and cold. Remember, besides the fact that it is the right thing to do, the life you save
may be your own.

19. Make a list of goals for the coming year,
and the coming five years. Start keeping records of your
goals and your successes and failures.
20. Keep a journal. Your children and grandchildren (or someone else’s) may want to know what these days
were like.

10. Get out and enjoy the cold weather. It is hard
to adapt to colder temperatures if you spend all your time
huddled in front of a heater. Ski, snowshoe, sled, shovel,
have a snowball fight, build a hut, go winter camping, but
get comfortable with the cold, snowy world around you.

21. Wash your hands frequently, and avoid stress.
Stay healthy so that you can be useful to those around you.
22. For those subject to depression or anxiety,
winter can be hard. Find ways to relax, decompress, and use
work as an antidote to fear whenever possible. Get outside
on sunny days, and try and exercise as much as possible to
help maintain a positive attitude.

11. Have your chimney(s) inspected, and learn
to clean your own. Learn to care for your kerosene lamps,
to use candles safely, and how to use and maintain your
smoke and CO detectors and fire extinguishers. Winter is
peak fire season, so keep safe.

23. Memorize a poem or song every week. No
matter what happens to you, no one can ever take away the
music and words you hold in your mind. You can have them
as comfort and pleasure wherever you go, and in whatever
circumstances.

12. Grow sprouts on your windowsill.

©John Ditchburn

13. Now is an excellent time to reconsider how
you use your house. Look around. Could you make more
space? House more people? Do projects more efficiently?
Add greenhouse space? Put in a homemade composting toilet? Work with what you have
to make it more useful.

Watershed Sentinel

24. Take advantage of heating stoves by cooking on them. You can make soups or stews on top of any
wood stove or even many radiators, and you can build or
buy a metal oven to bake in that sits on top of the woodstove.

14. If a holiday gift
exchange is part of your
life, make most of your gifts.
Knit, whittle, build, sew, or
otherwise create something
beautiful for the people you
love.

25. Winter is a time of quiet and contemplation.
Go outside. Hear the silence. Take pleasure in what you
have achieved over the past year. Focus on the abundance
of this present, this day, rather than scarcity to come.
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SPRING
1. Rethink your seed-starting regimen. How will you
do it without potting soil, grow lights, and warming mats? Consider
creating manure-heated hotbeds, using your own compost, building
a greenhouse or coldframe, direct seeding early versions of transplanted crops, etc.
2. Your local feed store has chicks right now - even
suburbanites might consider ordering a few bantam hens and keeping them as exotic birds. Worth a shot, no? You can grow some feed
in your garden for them, as well as enjoy the eggs.
3. Order enough seeds for three years of gardening. If by
next spring, we are all unable to get replacement seed, will you have
produced everything you need? What if you can’t grow for a year because of some crisis? Order extras from places with cheap seed like
www.fedcoseeds.com, www.superseeds.com, www.rareseed.com.
4. Yard sale season will begin soon in the warmer parts
of the country, and auctions are picking up now in the North. Stocking up on things like shoes, extra coats, kids clothing in larger sizes,
hand tools, garden equipment is simply prudent - and can save a lot
of money.
5. The real estate “season” will begin shortly, with families wanting to get settled in new homes during the summer before
the school year starts. If you are planning on buying or selling this
year, now is the time to research the market, new locations, find that
country property or the urban duplex with a big yard.
6. Once pastures are flush, last year’s hay is usually
a bargain, and many farmers clean out their barns. Manure and old
hay are great soil builders for anyone.
7. Check out your local animal shelter and adopt a dog
or cat for rodent control, protection and friendship during peak oil.

Trade cuttings
and divisions,
seeds and
seedlings with
your neighbors

8. As things green up, begin to identify and use local
wild edibles. Eat your lawn’s dandelions, your daylily shoots, new
nettles. Hunt for morels but learn what you are doing first! Get in the
habit of seeing what food there is to be had everywhere you go.
9. Set up rainbarrel or cistern systems and start harvesting your precipitation.
10. Planning to only grow vegetables? Truly sustainable
gardens include a lot of pretty flowers, which have value as medicinals, dye and fiber plants, seasoning herbs, and natural cleaners and
pest repellants. Instead of giving up ornamentals altogether, grow a
garden full of daylilies, lady’s mantle, dye hollyhocks and coreopsis,
foxgloves, soapwart, bayberry, hip roses, bee balm, and other useful
beauties.
Continued on Page 18
Watershed Sentinel
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Homemade Hair Gel

Ingredients
1/2 level teaspoon (tsp) gelatin
1/4 cup warm purified water
1/2 level tsp of vegetable glyercin (optional)
Procedure: Dissolve gelatin in warm water. Add glyericn (optional). Add more water to make up 1 cup or less depending on
the stiffness desired. Store in sterilized jar in fridge. Remove
product with clean spoon when using
Important
• This is made from food products without preservatives
• Use clean equipment when making and a clean spoon to remove from jar
• Replace with new batch every week
• Recipe can be cut in half

11. Get a garden in somewhere around you campaign to turn open space into a community garden, ask
if you can use a friend’s backyard, get your company or
church, synagogue, mosque, or school to grow a garden for
the poor. Every garden and experienced gardener we have
is a potential hedge against the disaster.
12. Join a Community Shared Agriculture
(CSA) project if you don’t garden, and get practice
cooking and eating a local diet in season.
13. Eggs and greens are at their best in spring
- dehydrated greens and cooked eggshells, ground up together add calcium and a host of other nutrients to flour, and
you won’t taste them. We’re not going to be able to afford to
waste food in the future, so get out of the habit now.

— Ecological Health Alliance Support News, Fall/Winter 2006/2007
Share YOUR household eco-tips for healthy and earthfriendly living with
Watershed Sentinel readers,
Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8;
email editor@watershedsentinel.ca

14. Make rhubarb, parsnip, or dandelion wine
for later consumption.
15. Now that warmer weather is here, start walking for more of your daily needs. Even a four or five mile
walk is quite reasonable for most healthy people.

22. Take a hard look back over the last winter - if
you had had to survive on what you grew and stored last
year, would you have made it? Early spring was famously
the “starving time” when stores ran out and everyone was
hungry. When you plan your food needs, remember that not
much produces early in spring in northern climates; a winter’s worth of food must last until May or June.

16. Start a compost pile, or begin worm composting. Everyone can and should compost. Even apartment
dwellers can keep worms or a compost bin and use the
product as potting soil.

23. Trade cuttings and divisions, seeds and seedlings with your neighbours. Learn what’s out there in your
community, and sneak some useful plants into your neighbours’ gardens.

17. Use spring holidays and feasts as a chance
to bring up peak oil with friends and family. Freedom and
rebirth are excellent subjects to lead into the Long Emergency.

24. If you’ve got a nearby college, consider scavenging the dorm dumpsters. College students often leave
astounding amounts of stuff behind, including excellent
books, clothes, furniture, etc…

18. Store the components of some traditional
spring holiday foods so that in hard times your family can
maintain its traditions and celebrations.
19. With the renewal of the building season, now
is the time to scavenge free building materials, like cinder
blocks, old windows, and scrap wood - with permission, of
course.

25. Say a schecheyanu, a blessing, or a prayer. Or
simply be grateful for a series of coincidences that permit
us to be here, in this place, as the world and the seasons
come to life again. Try to make sure that this year, this time,
you will take more joy in what you have, and prepare a bit
better to soften the blow that is about to fall.
t
First published on Sharon’s website, Our Victory at
Home, www.ourvictoryathome.com.
More of Sharon’s writing is available
at her Casaubon’s Book blog, www.
casaubonsbook.blogspot.com.

20. Try and adapt to the spring weather early - get
outside, turn down your heat or bank your fires, cut down
on your fuel consumption as though you had no choice. Put
on those sweaters one more time.
21. Shepherds are flush with wool - now is the
time to buy some fleece and start spinning! Drop spindles
are easy to make and cheap to use. Check out www.learntospin.com
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Look for the Summer and Fall lists in
the May/June 2007 Watershed Sentinel.
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BOOK REVIEW

Big Trees,
Not Big
Stumps

of ancient forests in BC. There was a lot of passion however, fuelled by many wilderness journeys, and the spreading
scars of industrialized disrespect toward some of the most
incredible primaeval forests on this planet. George, as just
one of a whole cultural movement, could see an urgent need
for big changes in how we treat the land in this “new old
world” that isn’t really ours for the taking. That shift in ecological consciousness, spirit and belief that precedes right
action has gained some traction through the principles of
Deep Ecology, which provide useful and sane philosophical roots when working in the forests as well as the halls of
the legislature.

WCWC

One of the significant reasons for success in slowing
down old growth forest destruction in BC has been the tenuous allegiance between grass roots organizations like WC2
and those within First Nations who also hold and defend
the traditional values of care and respect for Mother Earth.
We faced a common enemy of greed, theft and exploitation,
even though we may see the beast from inherently different
perspectives. But now there seems to be so many sides and
fractures within both the “environmental community” as
it’s called, and in the First Nations still living under Canada’s embarrassingly outdated system of apartheid.
Understanding history helps us plan the future, and I’m
sure that was the primary motive for publishing this book.
It’s not as if all the hard work of forest conservation and
social justice is almost done and it’s just a mopping up exercise from here on. Considering how easily human rights
get sidelined in the insatiable quest for “profits,” “security,”
and the great myth of “progress,” fighting for the Other has
often been seen by many as a secondary struggle. Indeed,
wilderness defenders have frequently been treated as subhumans by those fixated on the temporary wealth that stood
behind the bright line, and this book has some of those dark
stories as well.

The Story of the Passion
and the Fight for Wilderness
Review by David Shipway

H

ere’s a great big useful book full of stories,
pictures, campaign battles, victories and pitfalls,
that should help inform and inspire a whole new
generation of activists and wilderness lovers. It is to the
credit of Paul George, and all the people he and WC2 (Western Canada Wilderness Committee) have helped persuade
and motivate in the last 25 years, that there still are some
big beautiful trees in some big beautiful places in Western
Canada. Without the efforts of this bunch of very ordinary
Canadians who didn’t shy from decades of commitment,
there would be a lot less big trees and a whole lot more big
stumps.
But like the title of this hefty “unpolished” collection of WC2 history, there wasn’t much nuance or subtlety
when activists of the boomer generation put their hearts and
minds to the task of slowing down the wholesale massacre
Watershed Sentinel

Without the efforts of this bunch of
very ordinary Canadians who didn’t shy
from decades of commitment, there
would be a lot less big trees and a
whole lot more big stumps.
Conservation is what any sensible person or society
practices when made aware of a pending scarcity. The challenge all along for George and the WC2 team has been to
sustain the optimistic big dream and inspiration of wilderness as the spiritual foundation of effective resistance to
environmental destruction, in the face of something that
author Derrick Jensen has called “strangely like war.” Thus
20
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Paul George’s Campaign Insights
“The essential work in all successful social movements has no glory and little, or no,
recognition.”
“It is impossible for those who have never
“fallen in love” with a wilderness area to understand the behaviour of those who have.”

New!

the language of campaigns, the battle-hardened forest politics, getting people out to the forest “front” to see what’s being lost, and countering corporate propaganda and launching media “mind bombs” as Robert Hunter of Greenpeace
once called them, is to mobilize the public. Paul George has
provided steady leadership to the thirty thousand members
of WC2 and done it with his own battlefield sense of humour
and humility that comes with hardship and harsh weather,
always mindful of the essential camaraderie that builds
good effective teamwork.
What you won’t get from reading this detailed chronicle of Canadian conservation strategy is a false sense that
the fundamental cultural and economic values that underlie
the rapid destruction of the wild world have now shifted
enough to save us from imminent ruin. It seems like every other news source these days is full of dire warnings
of a planet tipping into major ecological collapse, from the
tropics to the poles. The oil that is driving the whole world
crazy will not run out soon enough. So it was good to see
at the back of the book a one-page summary of campaign
insights from a quarter century of environmental activism,
for those who might want to avoid the many potholes and
travel the high road of saving this embattled and beautiful
world. Once the fight was all about saving an incredible heritage of Canada’s biggest trees and most sacred places. Now
there are so many more fronts needing a committed defence
team, in whatever effective way makes sense to your time
and place in a changing world. We need many more peaceful warriors like Paul and his hard-working tribe.

Waterfront Tent & Breakfast
Accommodations

Kayak/Yoga Retreats
Wildlife & Bird Watching
Holidays • Meetings • Clubs

Quadra Credit Union
The Discovery Island’s Full Service
Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941
Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327
Cortes Island Office – 250 935 6617

		

www.quadracu.com

t
David Shipway is a woodworker who lives on Cortes
Island, and would rather be out sailing.

Big Trees, Not Big Stumps by Paul George, Western
Canada Wilderness Committee, paperback, 500pp, with
DVD, 2006. ISBN number: 1-895123-03-8. $39.95 from
the Wilderness Committee, http://www.wildernesscommittee.org/ or phone 604) 683-2567
Watershed Sentinel
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Run of River continued
adventurers, off-road hikers and cross-country skiers, not
to mention people who live in the area who simply value
it as it is – a non-industrialized wild stream. There also remains a concern about the area’s importance and vulnerability as grizzly habitat.
Responding to these values, the SLRD denied a rezoning application by Ledcor for the Ashlu project in January 2005. The application was resubmitted by Ledcor in
December. The board decided to defer a decision pending
completion of a regional energy/IPP strategy facilitated by
the provincial government.
After that, the axe fell. More correctly, the provincial
government brought the axe down on the SLRD and on all
local governments in BC, removing their ability to control
energy projects by zoning on Crown land within their jurisdiction.

rious intent to listen, adapt and accommodate their interests. (Unlike the meaningless open-house charade that constitutes consultation with non-First Nations communities.)
Plutonic’s East Toba River and Montrose Creek projects
are within the traditional land of the Klahoose First Nation
(KFN), whose main community is on Cortes Island. The
transmission line, running south to Saltery Bay, intrudes
on the lands of the Klahoose, Sliammon and Sechelt First
Nations.
Plutonic’s main focus of aboriginal consultation has been
with the Klahoose, who expressed concern early on with the
Montrose Creek part of the project. For good reason.
But first, let’s go for a flight. And while we’re at it, let’s
pack an inflatable raft and some life jackets. And a camera.
Don’t forget the camera.
Taking off from Powell River (or Campbell River, or
Vancouver) we fly upcoast to Desolation Sound, snowcovered peaks of the Coast Mountains to our right. This is
where George Vancouver was so disheartened in 1792 by
the cold and grey and drizzle, and at yet another long inlet
that inevitably would not lead to the Northwest Passage,
that he captured his reaction to the place in the name.
We bear off to the east and fly 35 km into Toba Inlet,
a classic west coast fjord. Then continue up the Toba River
another 23 km to the confluence of Filer Creek which heads
north, on our left. On the south we see signs of logging activity. But once on Filer Creek, we are entering a land where
chainsaws, trucks and the devastations of man have yet to
penetrate. We are entering wilderness.
About 8 km up Filer Creek on our right is Montrose
Creek. The powerhouse will be built directly below us, just
before Montrose joins Filer.
Another 10 km up Filer, we turn west into Headwall
Creek. Right to the end. We are now looking at Francis Falls,
dropping 650 m (2132 ft) down Headwall Canyon – ranked
one of North America’s best waterfalls. It is named after
Kathy Francis, a negotiator and former chief of the KFN.
This is a destination wilderness tour for Earth River
Expeditions of New York, which conducts occasional summer sightseeing into the Headwall Canyon and rafting down
Filer Creek and the Toba River to the head of Toba Inlet.
The Klahoose have been unwilling to enter into an accommodation agreement with Plutonic because of KFN
concerns about the impacts of the Montrose part of the
project on the wilderness values of the area and its impacts
on the future of eco-tourism in the area.
Many of the comments from the public to the Environmental Assessment Office supported the Klahoose in its
dealings with Plutonic. The KFN’s neighbours on Cortes
Island, in particular, were unwilling to support the project
unless it had support of the Klahoose.
For Plutonic, things got very tense. GE was consider-

POLICY ISSUE: British Columbians are not well
served by senior government that overrides local
concerns and implements policy that disregards the
interests of communities. Small hydro projects are
likely to appear in great numbers in many regions
of the province, and it is appropriate that they be
built in accord with local priorities.
First Nations
Small hydro projects just about anywhere in BC are
within the traditional territory of one or more First Nations.
A proponent must consult with those First Nations with seHow to duck an environmental assessment

In British Columbia, energy projects are reviewable under the Environmental Assessment Act (EA).
It is a time-consuming and costly undertaking for
a company. An EA requires more disclosure of details of a project than some companies might want.
While a company doesn’t face much risk of having
its project not being approved – there have been no
rejections in the entire ten-year history of the Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) – companies
will avoid an EA if they can.
The easiest way to avoid an EA for an energy
project is to make it small enough that it comes in
under the threshold for reviewable projects. For energy projects, that threshold is 50 MW.
That’s why we get small hydro projects like Ashlu Creek (Ledcor, 49 MW), Rutherford Creek (Cloudworks, 49.9 MW), Mkw’alts Creek (Cloudworks, 45
MW) and the original Compliance Energy coal-fired
generation plant (49 MW). Deliberately designed to
duck the threshold.
Watershed Sentinel
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ing investment in the project, and Plutonic’s failure to complete an agreement with KFN exposed the project, and GE’s
investment, to a considerable risk.
At the end of September, Donald McInnes was asked
by a reporter, “Is accommodation with the Klahoose essential?”
“Yes, but the Supreme Court has been very clear that
First Nations do not have a veto on industrial development
in rural Canada,” said MacInnes. “There’s a duty on us to
consult, a duty on government to consult, and we’ve been
doing that. We’ll do every thing we can to get an agreement
with them, but my goal is to build a project.”
Also in September, Plutonic filed applications for three
more streams up the Toba River – a strategy designed to
give the company fall-back if Montrose didn’t proceed and
as future infill projects even if Montrose goes ahead.
Then on December 21, Plutonic announced that it had
“executed a term sheet” with Klahoose in which the two
key items are that “Klahoose will consent to and not impede, hinder or dispute the construction or operation of the
Project,” and in return “Klahoose will receive cash payments from Plutonic during construction of the Project and
for the first 35 years after completion, and an annual royalty
on revenue thereafter.”
A good deal for Klahoose? That’s for Klahoose to say.
But for Plutonic, it’s a tremendous deal.
East Toba and Montrose are going to cost justify the
long transmission line to Saltery Bay. Once that is in place,
Plutonic’s other projects up the Toba, and at the end of Bute
Inlet and Knight Inlet can be daisy-chained onto the same
transmission trunk, and all the electricity that will flow
from them is almost certainly not in the KFN agreement.
First Nations have agreed to similar terms with other
projects: cash payments, or some modest revenue-sharing
agreements, for 1% or 1.5% of revenue. The industry is
coming to expect this as part of the cost of doing business.
But other First Nations are getting more directly involved. The Upper Similkameen Indian Band is a 10%
equity partner with Compliance Energy in its coal-fired
generation project in Princeton, demonstrating that First
Nations’ interests in IPPs aren’t constrained to so-called
green projects. The Kwoiek Creek project south of Lytton
is being jointly developed by the Kanaka Bar Indian Band
and Innergex.
Leading the way for First Nations is the Hupacasath
First Nation of Port Alberni which brought the China Creek
project into production (through its 72.5%-owned Upnit
Power Corp.) and now has a second EPA for its Franklin
River Hydro project.
The Hupacasath example is also one that municipalities should explore. There are obvious benefits to running
your own power enterprise. You set the terms. You reap the

revenue, or get the power, or both.
Oh, yes, back up Toba Inlet. In a couple of years, wilderness seekers will have no difficulty finding their way.
Just follow the powerline. Watch for the powerhouse. Don’t
trip over the penstock.
Bye-bye, wilderness. Hello, cash flow.

Transmission Lines
An energy project without a transmission system connecting it into the provincial grid is useless. It’s as useful
as a car with no road to drive on. It’s convenient for the
industry and government to speak about energy generation
projects without giving the same emphasis to its necessary
transmission infrastructure.
That’s probably deliberate, a kind of legerdemain keeping our eyes on the generation and not looking at the transmission. A small hydro generation project has a relatively
small impact on the land – a diversion wier, a penstock most
often buried underground, and a powerhouse. But consider
also that Plutonic’s East Toba River and Montrose Creek
projects include a 148 km. transmission line - running along
hillsides all the way from East Toba River above the head of
Toba Inlet to BC Hydro’s small substation at Saltery Bay at
the entrance to Jervis Inlet.
The transmission right-of way is a swath of land 120
metres wide, of which the middle 40 m. is kept clear of all
but short brush, and the outer 40 m. shoulders are kept clear
of any trees that could fall onto the transmission line.
That’s a linear clearcut of 1,776 hectares or nearly
4,400 acres; a strip torn from wilderness that instantly undermines wilderness tourism values. Power transmission
rights-of-way will not even meet the Visual Quality Objectives required of forestry companies in their logging operations.
Everywhere there’s a small hydro project, there’s
a transmission line. Are overhead lines the only feasible
transmission method? Or just the cheapest?
HVDC Light (high voltage, direct current) does present
a viable alternative, albeit at a cost that may be significantly
higher than overhead AC. In its submission to the EAO for
its Forrest Kerr project, Coast Mountain Hydro stated that
it would be using DC Light technology in its transmission
system, which would allow for some lengths of the system
to be underground or underwater.
A secondary issue with buried transmission lines is
that leaks or breaks are difficult to detect and repair, but
then most breaks are attributable to iced and sagging lines
and falling trees – neither of which are risks with an underground system.
Project proponents and communities who have had
time to think about this a bit have recognized the issues that
Continued on Page 24
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Run of River continued
transmission lines entail. The Squamish Lillooet Regional
District saw the problems, and suggested one part of a solution:
“… We felt that the power producers (like Ledcor who
have plans to develop several run-of-river projects) should
be getting together and collaborating to build a transmission line that could move the power from a number of different projects and keep it away from the populated areas.”
– SLRD Chair Susan Gimse

ized that its policies and its procedures were not up to the
task of ensuring that fish and fish habitat were protected.
Two major guideline documents were commissioned.
The first, Instream Flow Thresholds, (Hatfield et al
2003), addresses the flow rates required in streams under
varying conditions.
The second document details the information requirements related to fish, fish habitat, water quality and hydrology and is entitled Assessment Methods (Lewis et al 2004).
The two documents together put into place a framework for decision making, based on “an adequate assessment of fish presence and absence” and “an adequate time
series of mean daily flows” in which protection of fish and
fish habitat is the primary goal. It recommends rigorous
conditions of operation for projects, with ongoing monitoring and reporting.
These and other related documents are available at the
webpage entitled “Instream Flow Guidelines for British
Columbia – Working Drafts.” (links in Bibliography)
Some guideline documents produced by the present
government have been smokescreens, designed only to be
pointed at as evidence that the government has listened to
concerns and responded with a policy.
The fish protection guidelines developed for small hydro projects appear, on the other hand, to be serious about
protecting fish and fish habitat. But the language of the
documents is to “recommend;” the actual terms of a water
licence are the result of “negotiation.”
The primary mechanism for protection is how much
water must be left in the stream (the “instream flow require-

POLICY ISSUE: Transmission lines have as great
or greater impacts than the small hydro projects
they serve. The issues – environmental, economic
and aesthetic – with transmission lines need to be
understood and public policy needs to be developed
with respect to these issues.
Protecting Fish and Fish Habitat
Nothing about the environment in which small hydro
projects operate is as vulnerable as fish and fish habitat.
Are fish and habitat protected?
We’ll duck a direct answer to the question because we
don’t know. Discovering an empirically sound answer is a
significant research project.
But we will venture into the subject recognizing that
this is a province in which politics drives policy, economic
interests trump the environment, and science always takes
a back seat.
As the deluge of applications for water licences from
2000 on became apparent, some people in government real-

Plutonic Power Corporation
Plutonic Power Corporation was created in 1999 by Donald
A. McInnes, a principal in a number of speculative mining companies. Until 2003, it was just another stock in search of its next
promotion. It’s a common heritage among BC’s IPPs.
Knight Piesold, an engineering consulting firm, had been acquiring water power rights on some promising clusters of streams
in southwestern BC. In 2003, Knight Piesold vended these rights,
and the power cluster concept, into Plutonic.
This deal would create lots of work for Knight Piesold as the
Green Power Corridor – power projects at the heads of Toba,
Bute and Knight Inlets (see map, page 9) – were rolled out.
In August 2006, BC Hydro announced that Plutonic was successful with two projects bid into its 2006 Call for
Power.
General Electric (GE) then saw an opportunity. Plutonic would need construction capital and it would need turbines, both of which GE could provide - $100 million in equity financing, $400 million in debt financing in return for
turbine sales, 60% revenue interest and 49% equity interest in the East Toba and Montrose projects.
It’s BC energy magic: two streams and $20,000 in water rights applications have been turned into a secure,
long-term source of revenue worth hundreds of millions of dollars for GE, one of the world’s richest corporations.
It has been a pretty good deal for Plutonic’s other shareholders, too.
Watershed Sentinel
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ment”) and maximum diversion rates. Both are typically expressed as both a flow rate in cubic metres per second (cms)
and a percentage of “mean annual discharge” (MAD).
Here’s an illustration of a flow regime for Rainy River
on BC’s Sunshine Coast, another Plutonic project, and a
fish-bearing stream with both freshwater and anadromous
(sea-going, freshwater spawning) fish: “10% MAD year
round except 100% MAD for 4 days in March and 4 days in
April, 40% MAD in June and 25% MAD from September
15-30 and Oct.”
We can observe the negotiation first hand with Plutonic’s East Toba and Montrose projects
At low water levels, more water must remain in a fishbearing stream than a fishless stream. A stream is regarded
as fish-bearing unless it can be demonstrated that it is not,
and persuasive evidence is required to have a stream considered fishless.
Fishless streams can’t be run dry, however. The guidelines recognize that these streams still have essential habitat
value for fish that may be downstream and therefore have
their own, lower, operating thresholds. As a minimum, the
recommended instream flow requirement is equivalent to
the median monthly flow during the low flow month.
The natural geology of the Toba Inlet drainage where
Plutonic expects to develop the East Toba and Montrose
projects, is a deeper central channel in which flows the
Toba River, with “hanging valleys” from a number of its
tributary streams. The East Toba River, for example, flows
down its own valley, then drops into the Toba River valley.
In theory that drop is impassable to fish. That is now supported by the data obtained by Plutonic. Nothing can get up
the impassable barrier, and the East Toba is fishless in all its
reaches above. The same is true of Montrose Creek.
Continued on Page 26
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Climate Change and Small Hydro
The rivers and streams at the far ends of most of British Columbia’s coastal inlets begin in watersheds covered,
to a substantial degree, by glaciers. The Montrose Creek
drainage above the intake location, for example, is 31%
glacier covered; East Toba River is 36% glaciated.
The influence of relatively high glaciation in these
streams is most apparent in late summer. Snowmelt tends
to keep flow levels higher than they would be if the stream
relied more on rainfall.
Global warming accelerates the melt rate of glaciers,
thereby increasing late summer flows and improving the
generation capacity of the streams through the late summer.
Glaciers are in recession, however. Dr. Johannes
Koch is a scientist at Simon Fraser University who has
done considerable research on glaciers in southwest British Columbia, as well as elsewhere around the globe. His
research in Garibaldi Park indicates that about 1700 AD,
at the coldest point in the Little Ice Age, about 33% of the
park area was covered in ice. Today, 300 years later, 38%
of that ice has been lost.
Do these streams have a “best-before” date on them
for power generation? Is it possible that the glaciers will
be gone in fifty years, but that while they’re melting the
streams are supercharged? Plutonic estimates that the
design flow can be fully utilized approximately 27% of the
year on East Toba River, and 30% of the time on Montrose
Creek. Those numbers will decline precipitously once the
glaciers are gone.
Dr. Koch is reluctant to put dates to any predictions,
but says, “If we assume warming to stay the same as in the
last 10 years, I would say that we probably see a significant number of glaciers in the southern Coast Mountains
vanish in the 21st century. Rivers that are fed by a few
individual glaciers most likely will see significant decrease
in late summer run-off in the second half of this century.”
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Run of River continued
Plutonic had not persuaded the Ministry of Environment that the streams were fishless, nor was the company
content with the proposed minimum flow levels of 11.2%
and 9.5% of Mean Annual Discharge for the two streams. It
wanted to halve those, down to 5% of MAD. It also wanted
to raise the initial maximum diversion rates of 206% and
197% of MAD to 220%,. Based on 23 year synthesized data
record, the calculations showed that East Toba River would
not have operated more than 11% of the time and Montrose
Creek would have been inoperable more than 19% of the
time over that period. Not enough for Plutonic. Every extra
drop of diverted water is money in the bank.
More fieldwork was done to demonstrate the fishless
status. With this new fieldwork, Plutonic again suggested
that it should be allowed to reduce the minimum levels to
5% of MAD. Plutonic even suggested at this point that the
“Larger instream flow requirements compromise project
feasibility.”
At press time, these issues had not been resolved. Ministry officials had almost accepted the fishless status, were
not persuaded that lowering the instream flow requirement
is justifiable, and had conceded the higher maximum diversion rate.
Environmental assessments may never stop a project in
BC, but the transparency and disclosure requirements of an
EA expose some of the inner workings of the process, and
likely result in a higher level of scrutiny.
At 49 MW, Ledcor’s controversial Ashlu Creek project
ducks under the EA threshold. Is the same rigour being applied to the Ashlu, where the stream may be fish-bearing
and where the politics are definitely at play? In the absence
of readily available information posted for public review,
as is the case with an EA, the public has little reason to be
confident that the same high standards apply. And having
seen the heavy hand of government already wielded in support of Ledcor’s project, the public has little reason to trust
the process.

ments are all after-the-fact. The habitat could be irreversibly degraded, the fish could be dead, even before it is
known that recovery steps are required.
• The government itself has no resources to monitor
on its own; numbers could be fudged.
• Many of these small hydro operations are hundreds of kilometres from public view. A plant could simply
continue to operate irrespective of the instream flow requirement, because of human error, laziness or greed. Who
would ever know?
• Even if a problem is noted in time to do something
about it, the company may object that increasing the instream flow requirement will threaten its ability to continue
operation, and may sue the government.
But the likeliest threat comes from the provincial government itself, either by design, or by inaction. In 2001, the
Liberals campaigned that it would pass a “Living Rivers
Act” and develop a strategy for protection and restoration
of BC’s rivers. Since that time, nothing of significance (the
2005 budget assigned $5 million to a river restoration trust
fund) has been done to implement the promise.
The government betrayed the people of the SquamishLillooet Regional District with land use planning and Bill
30. It can just as easily betray the fish if river protection
is seen to be interfering with its energy agenda. It doesn’t
even need to be overt: it’s as easy as a staff reduction here,
a budget cutback there.
Marvin Rosenau and Mark Angelo conclude their report, Conflicts between People and Fish for Water with
these comments:
“The efforts to protect and restore our salmon and
steelhead populations seem to be failing despite all of the
passionate rhetoric. Notwithstanding some spectacular recoveries … there is considerable evidence to suggest that
fish habitat in British Columbia is undergoing slow-net-loss
rather than no-net-loss.”
With hundreds of new water licence applications for
small hydro projects, “slow-net-loss” might be the best we
can expect.

POLICY ISSUE: The reviewable projects threshold
should be set to zero, or near zero, for all energy
projects. The people of BC need to see and have the
opportunity to be part of the process in approving
all energy generation projects in BC. Each stream
and each airshed is its own habitat, has its own issues and its own specific conditions and needs its
own thorough and transparent review with opportunity for public input.

The Last Drop
From dozens to hundreds, rights to develop BC’s small
streams for power generation are being sold for a song to
entrepreneurial companies seizing the brief window of opportunity – even BC has a finite set of rivers that have good
power generation potential without building large storage
reservoirs or doing great harm to fish.
The greatest beneficiaries of this feeding frenzy are
not British Columbians; they are shareholders of the IPPs
which own the projects. What makes it such a good deal
for those companies, is exactly what makes it such a bad
deal for citizens. It’s the handover of what will ultimately be

If the Minsitry of Environment guidelines for fish and
fish habitat protection appear capable of achieving their
goal, then where is the risk? There are still many.
• The ongoing monitoring and reporting requireWatershed Sentinel
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billions of dollars from electricity ratepayers, money that
previously would have gone to the public purse.
The hundreds of streams, all the wilderness, fish and
habitat will be impaired by this new gold rush, even with
diligent stewardship. The land will be overrun with a new
and intricate network of transmission lines.
First Nations and communities have few options to exercise any local control, other than to become power developers themselves.
The same government which opened the window to
IPPs, has closed it to the public interest of British Columbians.
t
The complete manuscript
for “Rivers of Riches,” with
more financial and other details as well as a bibliography,
the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund
is available for free download
as a pdf at:
www.watershedsentinel.ca or
www.friendsofcortesisland.ca.
For a paper copy of the complete manuscript (approx.
30 pages), send $5.00 to
To be relatively conscious is to be in rage almost all the time
- James A. Baldwin

Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8

Green energy and the BC Clean designation
BC Hydro is required to source
half of its new electricity from BC
Clean sources as a directive of the
government’s energy policy. But
wood waste and even municipal
waste qualifies as BC Clean energy fuels. Every small hydro project ranks as BC Clean,
even if it annihilates every fish in the river.
As for green energy, BC Hydro requires that
projects wishing to qualify for the green designation
obtain EcoLogo certification from the federal government’s Environmental Choice Program (ECP).
The ECP criteria for small hydro state that the
project will not allow “the harmful alteration, disruption
or destruction (HADD) of fish habitat”, and that it operates such that reduced flows “are not detrimental to
indigenous aquatic and riparian species…”
These criteria sound rigorous, but have no depth.
The ECP “audit” is satisfied if a project has its provincial permits with respect to fish protection and minimum flows.
Watershed Sentinel

Conscious songs
for conscious folks.

CD includes: Talking Global Warming Blues, The Axis of
Evil, Voting Fixes Nothing, Trust, Trust In Us, The Smell
of Money, Extreme Golf, Take a Nap.
To order send $20 (includes postage) to 19 Henderson
Ave. Toronto, M6J 2B6. Info: smokeydymny@rogers.com
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Wild Times Standing in the Storm
by Joe Foy

S

ometime between Christmas and the New Year, when
one too many cookies has been eaten, one too many
jokes told, I’ll hole up somewhere alone, warm and
quiet to reflect on times past.
This Christmas season I savoured the bittersweet
memories of Eugene Rogers.

determined researcher and a brave fellow who would stand
his ground in the face of the most daunting odds.
I used to imagine Eugene, fishing a river somewhere
back of beyond, rain pelting down, cold wind pushing him.
And Eugene standing strong in the teeth of the storm. All
alone. A true gumboot activist.
So it was a hell of a shock when we learned in January
of ’92 that Eugene had taken his own life. Why did he do it?
I don’t know and probably will never know.
A bunch of us at the Wilderness Committee got together and kicked around some ideas about what Eugene meant
to us as a friend and as a mentor. We came up with the idea
of presenting an award to someone who had stood alone in
the defence of nature, as all environmental activists must
do from time to time. For a while at least, they could be surrounded by the warmth and admiration of friends.
And so was born the Eugene Rogers Award.
As we head into 2007, I’d like to list for you its past
recipients – home-grown heroes every one.

I first met Eugene in the early eighties. He was a hunting and fishing kind of fellow, about forty years old or so.
He lived in New Westminster. I met him at a meeting in the
local library, where I had come to learn about efforts to save
the Stein Valley from proposed logging. I was real green
back then – and I don’t mean Green Party, I mean greenhorn. When it came to saving wild places I didn’t know
“shit from putty,” as my grandfather used to say.

All the best for the coming year. And if perchance you
find yourself alone in the storm defending a wild valley,
river, lake, ocean, creature, or tree – please remember to
take shelter from time to time in the company of friends.

WCWC file photo

Betty Krawczyk receiving the 2004 Eugene Rogers Award.

Eugene didn’t care about how little I knew. He was
happy to hear that I’d hiked the length of the Stein River
and he was happy to answer all of my greenhorn questions
about how we were going to save the place. Upon reflection, I realise that Eugene was one of those most responsible for bringing me into the environment movement. This
is funny because Eugene wasn’t really a movement kind
of guy. While he volunteered countless hours for groups
like the Save the Stein Coalition, the Steelhead Society,
BC Wildlife Federation, and Outdoor Recreation Council,
Eugene still liked to do much of his work alone. He was a
Watershed Sentinel

WCWC file photo

Telálsemkin Siyám (Chief Bill Williams) receiving the 2005
Eugene Rogers Award
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Past recipients of the Eugene Rogers Award
1992 Terry Jacks with Environmental Watch of the
Sunshine Coast for his work to stop pulp mill pollution in
Howe Sound.
1993 - Joe Martin from the Nuu-Chah-Nulth Tribal
Council in Clayoquot Sound for his work to protect Clayoquot Sound.
1994 - Ocean Hellman and Doug Radies of the Cariboo Mountains Wilderness Coalition for their work to protect the Cariboo Mountains.
1995 - Danny Gerak, commercial fisher and fishing
lodge owner, with the help and support of his family and the
Katzie First Nation, has been a tireless defender of the fish
and wildlife habitat of the Upper Pitt River Valley.
1996 - Maureen Fraser, small business owner, for her
persistence and strength at the community level to help in
the progress towards preservation of the ancient rainforests
in Clayoquot Sound.
1997 - John Clarke, mountaineer, for his work to bring
hundreds of people into the Stoltmann Wilderness to see
what might be lost if preservation does not prevail. John
passed away in January 2003.
1998 - Marion Parker, dendrochronologist, for his lifelong efforts at ancient tree research in British Columbia.
Marion passed away in early August 1999.
1999 - Will Koop for his work to protect Vancouver’s
Drinking Watersheds.
2000 - Will Paulik for his unfaltering work in helping protect the Fraser River. Will passed away January 2,
2001.
2001 – Mae Burrows for her outstanding work in the
environmental and labour movements, including building
bridges between workers and environmentalists.
2002 – Ruth Masters for her tireless work on environmental issues, including preserving Strathcona Park, BC’s
oldest provincial park.
2003 – Clint Marvin for his effort’s to preserve and
protect the Fraser Valley’s tallest trees in the Elk Creek
Rainforest.
2004 – Betty Krawczyk for her courageous work to
safeguard public lands, conserve ancient forests, and defend a citizen’s right to protest unjust laws without undue
government harassment.
2005 - Telálsemkin Siyám (Chief Bill Williams) for
his work to protect the Squamish Nation’s Kwa kwayex
welh-aynexws (Wild Spirit Places).
2006 – Dr. Tracy Lyster, for her work to protect the
salmon streams and rural landscape of Mission.
t
Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest citizen-funded
membership based wilderness preservation organization.
WCWC currently has 28,000 members from coast to coast.
Watershed Sentinel
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Crofton Dredges Up the Past
But What Will They Do With It?
by Rob Wiltzen, Co-ordinator, Crofton Airshed Citizens’ Group
An innocuous little posting in the paper last fall announced a “notice of intent” for Catalyst Paper at Crofton
British Columbia to apply to Environment Canada for a
Disposal at sea permit under the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act (CEPA). The permit was to dump dredge
spoils – 23,000 cubic metres of them – at a variety of locations including French Creek, Five Finger Island, Gabriola
Porlier Pass, Sandheads, Point Grey and Haro Strait.
The plan was for the Crofton mill to dredge their berth
area to make room for more barges off-loading de-inked
pulp at the site. With minimal investigation by local environmentalist Tammy Morris, it soon came to light that the
permit for ocean disposal had been refused due to the high
level of contaminants present in the samples. The plan shifted to disposing of the dredge spoils in the mill’s landfill.
The permit process for the dredging itself is under the
watch of the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO). After an excruciatingly evasive exchange of emails
with Morris however, it was revealed that DFO never actually saw fit to require a permit for the dredging but instead
issued a routine letter of approval.
The question remained: what effect would disturbing
the contaminated sediment at the ocean bottom have? According to Environment Canada, sediment surveys carried
out in past decades had identified distinct deposits near the
mill having significant effects on sediment quality. Until
the 1990s, pulp mills were pumping out vast amounts of
dioxins and furans in their effluent, resulting in widespread
fishing closures and impacted populations of blue heron
and eagles. The effluent was declared toxic under CEPA
and new regulations forced pulp mills to adopt technology
greatly reducing the dioxins and furans present in effluent.
Ocean sediment, however, carries the burden of decades of
environmental abuse by the mills and can reasonably be
expected to be highly contaminated with persistent, bioaccumulative and carcinogenic toxins from years gone by. So
what tests for dioxins and furans had been done on the sediment samples? Apparently none.
Once it was discovered that the levels of other contaminants (polyaromatic hydrocarbons or PAHs) in the samples
were too high to allow ocean disposal, no further tests were
required. Land disposal falls under the jurisdiction of the
provincial Ministry of Environment (MoE). MoE maintains
that there is no permit necessary for storing dredge spoils
on land. The ministry seems prepared to allow the dumping
Watershed Sentinel

of the dredge spoils in an unlined area of the mill’s landfill since the waste is not classified as contaminated, even
though it was too contaminated for ocean disposal and no
tests for dioxins and furans have been done.
Even more alarming, last year MoE announced its intentions paper for the “Soil Amendment Code of Practice”
which is to streamline the process for pulp mills to spread
industrial waste and sludge on farm fields and in forests as
‘soil enhancement’. Although the Code of Practice explicitly excludes waste contaminated with dioxins and furans,
the untested wastes are not classified as being contaminated
and could be soon headed to local agricultural lands as fertilizer.
A litany of questions remain about the proposed dredging and disposal of dredge spoils and this operation must
not be allowed to proceed until the answers are provided.
What tests have been done to determine the effects of disturbing the contaminated fibre mat and what measures will
be undertaken to mitigate those effects? What is the toxic
nature of the dredge spoils? What is the best disposal and
storage alternative if the plan proceeds? What alternatives
exist to this proposal in order for Catalyst to achieve its objective of receiving the de-inked pulp at Crofton?
Send your questions:
Re: Dredging Permit
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Rob Russell, Senior Habitat Biologist, South Coast Area
Ph: 250-756-7284, russelll@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Scott Northrup, DFO, Marine Habitat Biologist,
Ph: 250-756-7275, northrups@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Re: Dredge spoils land disposal
Ministry of Environment
Bernard Bintner, Regional
Ph: 250-751-3125
bernard.bintner@gov.bc.ca
Catalyst Paper
Mark Holford, Environmental
Manager
Ph: 250-246-6985
Mark.Holford@catalystpaper.com
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IP’s New York Mill Gives
Up Burning Tires For Good

Army Protects Uruguay
Mill - Argentina is in Court
Argentina is challenging the building of the
Botnia paper mill in Uruguay at the International
Courts of Justice in The Hague, claiming that the Uruguayan River Treaty would be violated if pollution occurs. Uruguay has announced that the army will guard the
mill construction site from Argentinian environmentalists.
What’s at stake, besides a million tonne a year mill which
will run at half the operating costs of a European mill, with
possible sales of electricity and carbon credits to boot? The
water of Uruguayan farmers, which is being sucked up by
hundreds of square miles of eucalyptus plantations.
And the history of the country. In Uruguay, Botnia’s
CDM project is another step forwards in strengthening the
interests that want to place the country – in the words of
the well-known Uruguayan writer, Eduardo Galeano – “in
the purest Colonial tradition: vast artificial plantations that
they call forests, converted into pulp in an industrial process that dumps chemical waste into rivers and makes the air
impossible to breath.”
Xinhua, December 1, 2006; World Rainforest Movement Bulletin Nº 109, August 2006; www.corpwatch.org/

In mid-November, International Paper announced the end of its plan to burn tire-derived fuel
at its Ticonderoga, NY mill. The mill had commenced
a “test burn” of the tires over heated opposition, but concluded: “Preliminary test data indicates that long-term use
of tire-derived fuel would not be economically feasible at
the time.” Testing had shown such high levels of particulate that the burn was stopped prematurely. The pollution,
and the opposition to the tire burn, were fuelled by the fact
that the mill operates without standard air pollution control
equipment – an electrostatic precipitator and/or baghouse
system.
A massive populist campaign was joined by the citizens
of Vermont and local senators and representatives, federal
senators and representatives, environmental groups, farmers, and aided by citizens across the state and region and
country. The jubilant activists declared their intent to stop
unsafe tire burning nationally and promote tire recycling.
— International Paper Press Release,
November 14, 2006, and sources.
• TROJAN AND HALLETT UV SYSTEMS FOR DISINFECTION
• BIOSAND SYSTEMS FOR IRON-MN-H2S-TOC-TANNINS
• REVERSE OSMOSIS FOR SALT AND HEAVY METALS
• CUSTOM DESIGNED WATER TREATMENT PACKAGES
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First Nations

320 Mary St., Victoria BC V9A 3V9
www.watertiger.net
250-412-1110 info@watertiger.net

Rent Paradise by the Week!
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B.C. Travel Agent #35165

www.cortesislandvacationrentals.com

We offer marketing, booking,
and care of select vacation
homes on Cortes Island.
Whether you are looking
for a vacation rental or want
to rent your home out on a
short term basis call today
for more information.

1-800-939-6644
or 250-935-6711
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Perry Ridge Still at Risk
Perry Ridge Water Users Association Asserts Charter Rights
by Marilyn Burgoon
again of the evidence regarding the increased risks to our
health, safety and security of person as outlined in our letter
dated April 24, 2006. The residents living below the Crown
land on Perry Ridge do not accept an increase in risk.
“Further to BC Timber Sales letter dated June 16, 2006
and Mr. Rich Coleman, Minister of Forest’s letter dated
September 12, 2006, please be informed that any issuance
of licenses on Perry Ridge under the BC Timber Sales
program is a contravention of Section 7 of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms of the residents who do not accept the
increased risk.”

The Perry Ridge Water Users Association (PRWUA)
has been trying to stave off logging of the precarious hills
above their homes in BC’s Slocan Valley for over two decades. Now they are continuing the three-decade-long struggle to protect their homes and their drinking water from
road building and logging on the unstable slopes above.
After valiant efforts using all the levers available to citizens, from land use negotiations to blockades, the PRWUA
is now seeking support to extend Valhalla Provincial Park
to include Perry Ridge as an eco-reserve. The Association
says the proposal makes sense culturally, ecologically, and
economically, but of utmost importance, this proposal will
protect the residents’ Charter Rights.
The Province stated in a letter dated September 12,
2006: “Perry Ridge remains in the operable timber harvesting land base and is available for operational planning
within the BC Timber Sales Forest Stewardship Plan.”
In October 2006, PRWUA responded to the Premier
and the Minister of Forests: “We would like to remind you

t

Timeline
 Slocan Valley Community Forest Management
Project (Corky Evans, co-ordinator, 1974)
 Slocan Valley multi-government Land Use Plan,
which included private land, mid-1980s
 Isaacson Hydrology Report recommends no road
building, 1994
 West Kootenay-Boundary Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) land use negotiations
with Special Management Zone for Slocan valley (removed during Implementation Planning), 1995
 Silva Plan for Eco-logging, with support of Sinixt First
Nation, all the residential watershed groups, Valhalla
Wilderness Society, the village councils of New Denver and Silverton, and 97% of the valley residents,
August 1996
 Blockade at Perry Ridge and Injunction, 15 Arrests,
1997
 Walk for Water, Eloise Charet 55-day hunger strike
for Water, 1997
 Injunction overturned because Ministry of Forests
gave Court “incomplete and misleading information,”
1997
 Petition to legislate Drinking Watershed Reserves,
2001
 Petition to add Perry Ridge to Valhalla Provincial
Park, 2005
 McFayden Creek Environmental Appeal, 2006
 Perry Ridge Water Users Association asserts Charter Rights under Section 7 of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, 2006

Perry Ridge: An Inherently Unstable Landform
Perry Ridge is a long, steep, wet mountain surrounded by water. On the main Slocan Valley side
lies the Slocan River. On the back of the ridge the
Little Slocan River runs parallel to and meets the
Slocan River at the south end of Perry Ridge. On
the northern end, the ridge comes down to Slocan
Lake. This creates a dome-like structure 15 miles
long, 5 miles wide, and up to 6800 feet high.
On the side of the Slocan River, numerous
small creeks have fostered small settlements and
farms the whole length of the ridge....
A large portion of the snowmelt and rainfall on
the top of the mountain drains underground to the
river. The area where the steep slopes meet the
valley bottom is very unstable.
Isaacson Hydrology Report, February 1994:
“In my opinion, logging the Perry Ridge mountain system would result in irreparable damage to
the valley below and to the water users’ systems.”
— http://www.watertalk.org/svwa/perryridge/
landform.html
Watershed Sentinel
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Perry Ridge

Unstable beauty
Steep, unstable terrain and citizen vigilance have kept Perry Ridge middle and
higher elevation forests intact.

Photos by Craig Pettitt

The school bus on the Perry Ridge
Backroad below Perry Ridge stopped
by a landslide.
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